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GT- MCModel
GT-MC05 Electric Strength Tester

Electrical strength tester, also known as withstanding voltage tester, can test the withstand voltage

capability of a variety of electrical equipment, insulation materials and structures.

Standards

IEC 62115 Section 12

GT-MC06 DC low-resistance Tester

DC low-resistance Tester, can be described as intelligentialized dc resistance test instrument with wide

range and high precision.

GT-MC09 High-precision Handhold Multimeter

High-precision handhold multimeter is a kind of multi-functional, multi-range

measuring instrument, it canmeasure dc current, dc voltage, ac current,

voltage, resistance, electric capacity, frequency, etc.

GT-MC10 Test Corner

This instrument is designed and made according to the "Heating" test requirements in Chapter

11 of GB4706.1-2005（IEC60335-1:2004), mainly used to provide a environmental condition meeting

the requirements of the standard for temperature rise test of all kind of electrotechnical products and

electrical product.

Standards

GB4706.1-2005（IEC60335-1:2004)

GT-MC27-9 Short Test Pin Probe 13

This pin is intended to verify the protection against access to hazardous live parts in class 0 equipment and

class II equipment.

Standards

IEC61032, IEC60950,IEC60335 , IEC60065
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GT-MC27-16 Test Thorn Probe 41

The test thorn probe is intended to verify the rotection against access to glowing heating elements.

Standards

IEC61032, IEC60335

GT-MC35F Horizontal and Vertical Flame Chamber

Internal dimensions(m)：120 x 60 x 112 cm (WxDxH)

Inside cubage: 0.8 Cube

Flame height:15-175mm

Flame angle: 0-45 degree

Standards

UL 94 IEC 60695-11-3 IEC 60695-11-4

ISO 9772.3 ASTM D635/3801/4804/4986

GT-MC35G Needle Flame Tester

New test circuit, stable performance, reliable, simple and easy to operate. wide range of parameter

adjustment. Apply to the test standards IEC60695,GB5169, etc.

Standards

IEC60695 . GB5169

GT-MC35H Glow Wire Tester

Glow wire tester is the latest release of the flaming test equipment, with imports of touch-screen controller

and instrument.

GT-MC36 Proof Tracking Testing Machine

Suitable for the research, production and quality control for variety industry.

Standards

IEC60112, UL746A, ASTMD3638, DIN53480, GB4207
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